How Many Does Maya Have?

Maya has ten fingers.
Maya has ten toes.
Maya has two eyes.
Maya has one nose.
Maya has two ears.
Maya has one mouth.
Maya has one chin.
Maya has two eyebrows.
How Many Does Maya Have?

Maya has two eyes.
Maya has one nose.
Maya has two ears.
Maya has one mouth.
Maya has one chin.
Maya has two eyebrows.
Maya has two arms. Each arm has a hand.
Maya has ten fingers. She has five on each hand.
Maya has two legs. They each bend at the knee.
Maya has ten toes. She has five on each foot.
How Many Does Maya Have?

Maya has two eyes that help her see.

She has two ears that help her hear.

Maya has one nose that helps her smell.

She has one mouth that helps her taste.

Maya has two arms and two hands. They help her carry and hold things.

Maya has ten fingers with five fingers on each hand. They help her feel things.

Maya has two legs and each bends at the knee. They help her move around.

Maya has two feet and each has five little toes.

How many toes are on both of Maya’s feet?